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About This Game

Waltz of the Wizard is a virtual reality experience that lets you feel what it’s like to have magical powers. Combine arcane
ingredients into a boiling cauldron with the help of an ancient spirit trapped in a human skull. Unleash creative or destructive

wizardry upon a fully interactive virtual world. Travel to new places, finding yourself in mysterious circumstances full of detail
and unforgettable atmosphere.

Telepath is a new approach to VR locomotion that combines elements of teleporting and linear movement. Our design goals
were not to make conventional locomotion work in VR, but to devise an intuitive system that better emulates the experience of

how we accomplish locomotion in reality and better preserves our freedom to move physically.
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About Aldin

Aldin has been at the forefront of the VR revolution since early 2013, developing innovative software products across major VR
platforms for PC and mobile markets (Trial of the Rift Drifter, Asunder, Twisted Realms  and Waltz of the Wizard). Aldin’s

Ghostline VR analytics suite was used in the development Waltz of the Wizard to ensure an engaging and polished user
experience.

http://aldin.io
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Title: Waltz of the Wizard
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Aldin Dynamics
Publisher:
Aldin Dynamics
Release Date: 31 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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A must try, very well done and polished game for VR and it is free!. How this game is 4th on Steam's user ratings is beyond me.
It's 15 minutes of somewhat clever play and then you move on. Not only is it limited as a game, it's one of the weaker graphics
games amongst VR. I have only deleted 3 or so dissapointments and this was the first to go.. That’s what VR exists for! The
game is great and it really makes you a wizard though the number of possible combinations is limited. The only complaint is that
there’s no teleport but as for the demo it’s absolutely stunning. The dungeons and demons are really creepy. In general brings a
lot of fun. Would pay for the bigger game created by these guys!. A must own VR demo.. should be able to summon a human
servant to do anything we want. This by far would have to be one of the most immersive experiences I have had in VR. The aim
of this game is to use the various ingredients at your disposal to brew magical potions. Each potion will give you a power you
can unleash with the controller. The talking skull was a great touch. I just wish there was more to do in this game. For a free
download there is absolutley no reason you should not.. I\'ve never posted a review before, but this was compelling. One of the
best experiences out there right now. It\'s a must have in your library.. Great game, but it didn't last long. It's free so you can't
expect too much.
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This one is definitely very immersive, kind of short but well thought out, definitely among the top free experiences I have tried
with my PS Move/DK2 pseudo-vive setup :D. It\'s hard to beat for free and I think kids will love it. It doesn\'t take too long to
go through it and then just wreak mayhem on the laboratory. Very cool though and I hope they do more or add more to it.. First
and most importantly my mother is displeased, she managed to drag a barrel to her and was unable write on it with the chalk, i
must agree i am kinda sad about that too.

now on the serious review part
This is a great game. The game places you in an alchemy lab where you can make spells. Generally you toss 2 ingredients and
pour one solvent in the pot and boom you got a spell. there are 8 spells in total which is a tad few but all of them are quiet fun.
There is a small instrument where you can play 3 melodies and use it as a gateway to 3 different places.
in general the game looks stunning, plays well, its quiet fun.

if you want a short VR experience with magic that looks great and can use as showcase for all ages then this is really the thing
for you. its free there is no reason not to try. Way cool and imersive, can't wait to jump in and finish finding spells.. Free game
that demonstrates the capability of VR. Well Done.. The best ad for an analytics package I've ever played.. Extremely well made
tech demo.

If the guys who made this aren't making something bigger it would be a tragedy.. One of the most well done VR games in 2016.
Its only about an hour worth of content, but its so polished you will feel like a wizard!

I made a fan trailer for this game

https://youtu.be/sgFTvGwY9Co. The skull goes "brrglbrglblbgrlbglrbl" when you put it under water.
10/10. As the first VR game I have ever played, this game will always have a special place in my memory. 10/10 would fight a
cat again.
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